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1. Dallas to Director 11/23/63 109060-1850 pixs of individual who FBI 

determined was not Oswald in Mexico. . .source was Legal Attache in 

Mexico City. .. Was this the alleged Russian seaman leaving the Soviet 

Embassy... .or was it the false Oswald who was visiting the Soviet Embassy 

as representing himself as Oswald... 

2. New York Times piece 11/26/63 alleged Oswald map of Dallas tracing the 

paracie route. . . This is the map Oswald used for job searches. . .(FBI will 

later admit. . . Following nudges from the CIA or F BI... .Also Dallas 

Morning News on 11/23 comments from Jack C. Carson, TSBD president 

speaks about the relative remoteness of the 6"" floor. ..more fed copy. 

3. Another FBI doc. that US Attorney H. Barefoot Sanders was the one who 

raised the proposition that since chicken bones were found on the 6" floor. 

.. .fecal exam(s) were in order... 

. Interesting language by Wm. Greider about govt. and how it functionson a 

VA day-by-day basis and in an emergency. . .May find it useful w/ some 

modifications. . . 

Oy ‘I 9; 5. Progressive Houston attorney reflects back and claims that Oswald had 
U/L C 

been nailed to the cross.” 

6. News story in Dallas Morning News on 11/25/’63. . . .This was all 

coordinated with Katz 11/25 statement(see my Katz file) w/ this release 

marshalling all the “evidence” that pointed to Oswald as the assassin . . .all 

orchestrated from the FBI/Justice Dept (Katz) and LBJ had to be party to 

this... 

7. My notes from DiEugenio’s Part IV on Buggsie . . . .review for use... 

8. **** Hal’s notes on Harry D. Holmes’s depositions on Oswald under 

interrogation . . .Need to review. .. .Holmes’ description depicts Oswald as 

gathered and in control of himself and indicating intelligence under great 

stressful conditions. .. .*** close review is needed/ Also see attached piece 

on Holmes... 

9. Griggs and backyard photos. .
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10.Howard Brennan’s classic account 11/23/’63 105-82555-505 (section 

21, P. 12. Classic ***** Best doc. on Brennan’s manufactured account that 

is a total fabrication. . 

11. DMARC material on Molina if necessary. . the other “suspect” in case 

(along w/ Fraser). . . 

12. A dupe. . . note that DPD has Oswald as a suspect in the JFK murder at 

2:15 CST. 

13. Mr. Payne and the “rifle” alleged to be in the Paine garage left there 

after Lee and Marina left New Orleans for Dallas. . . 

14. Truly’s affidavit to the effect that after the shooting that Lee was 

missing from the TSBD. . . as if he was the only one who left the building. 

\15. Prize piece here. . . The Dallas-Times Herald 12/1/63 FBI copy 89-43-A 

Vol. 3 notes that FBI Report(CD-1) still secret. .... The actual fact was that 

the F3l/and Katzenbach as Justice had been leaking the conclusions since 

11/25. . .(check on leaking of CD-1). 

16. FBI file 100-10461-1A72 FBI Memorandum of Interview(interview of 

Holmes on Oswald interrogation 11/24/’63. | want to compare the FBI’s 

rendition of the Holmes interview he took part in on 11/24 and Hal’s 

account of Holmes’ account to the WC. .. .(seems like night and day). . . 

17. Some useful stuff on Rowland who spotted a man w/ rifle at the 

SOUTHWEST corner of the Depository. .... He notes that WC devoted 2 

pages (WR 251-252) to discredit him . . (Oswald was the shooter in the SE 

corner 6" floor window according to the WC script). . . 

18. Griffith piece on Oswald not being on the 6" floor. . .(I did not read but 

recornmend to review before writing). 

19. Hoover to Rowley 11/23/’63 (I suspect source is Armstrong) JFK exhibit 

128 (no help)*** Hoover sends results of FBI inquiry to Rowley .. .and info 

on Oswald. . . Pretty clear that Rowley (at LBJ’s behest/Rowley received an 

award from LBJ)... 

20. Roffman piece....
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3. Oswald and the chicken lunch.. .Here it is Barefoot Sanders who urged a fecal 

exam of Oswald to check for chicken... . 

5. Statement by Houston lawyer said Oswald had been “nailed to the cross” by 

the press and Dallas DA Wade. . .” 

6. Dallas Morning News 11/25/’63 Wade pontificating on the Map. . .He sais if 

LHO wentto trial he would have used the map as “Exhibit A.” After Oswald died 

Fritz told the press “The case is closed.” Wade continued with more nonsense any 

allegations that would have been blown out of the water had the case goneto 

trial... 

7. DiE on Buggsie Part VI... .worth a review on evidence or lack there of. . . 

8. Hal on Harry Holmes & his account of Oswald under interrogation. . . 

9. Griggs and the backyard photos. . . | need to review. 

10. Brennan classic account of his testimony thru FBI interrogators Lish and 

Thompson... .. 

11. On Molina if needed.... 

12. DPD doc. 11/22/’63 ...2:15 notes that Oswald arrest for murder of the 

president 62-109060-6028. . . . suspect: Lee Harvey Oswald. . .; 

14. Truly statement that Oswald was missing after the shooting. .. Another 

sample of the Big Lie. . . 

16. Holmes’ statement on re: Oswald on 11/24. . . .lt looks like a statement that 

was rewritten by FBI.... 

17. Piece on Rowland’s WC testimony about seeing 2 men on 6" floor SW corner 

(not SE corner/Brennan’s assertion). . .
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18. M. Griffith piece on LHO’s location on 11/22 from 11:50 to 12:35. . .| needto 

review. . 

19. Hoover to Rowley 11/23/’63 & Hall attachment. . .lays out argument in 

outline that Rowley was persuaded by LBJ to turn over the case to the FBI from 

the get-go ... .SS gets to escape criticism and FBI to take unhampered control of 

the investigation. Hal contends this kicked in on 11/23... Review Armstrong doc. 

in his book . 

20. Roffman’s involved treatment of events and persons involved (1) putting 

together the list of who left the TSBD..... and implications of intelligence police 

personnel like Revill and others and their actions and whereabouts right after the 

shooting. . .


